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Kodaikanal is a very beautiful and captivating hill station in Tamil Nadu. This place is very popular
summer getaway. To escape from the summers of south India, people find this as an ideal hill
resort. It has breathtaking scenery which includes mountain views, lakes, forests etc. Moreover, its
attractions are worth visiting which leaves every visitor captivated.

Kodai lake, green valley view, Bryant Park, Kurinji Andavar Temple, Coaker's Walk, and Pillar
Rocks are the main attractions which you must see on your tour to Kodaikanal. Enjoy the beauty
and charm of this hill resort with the help of Kodaikanal tour packages.

Kodaikanal has couple of interesting choices for your accommodation. Like, there are several
resorts which offer panoramic views of the mountains and recreational activities for your fun and
enjoyment. No matter whether you are looking for luxurious resort or budget resort, it has all of them.

The most famous resorts in Kodaikanal are sterling, woodlands, hill country, the Cartlon resort etc.
These resorts offer modern facilities and re located near the major sightseeing spots. Come and
relax any of the resort of your choice in Kodai and return back home filled with everlasting memories.

Munnar is Keralaâ€™s best hill station among all the hill stations. This place is blessed with splendid
natural beauty, cool climate and vast plantations of tea and coffee. The rich flora and fauna further
adds beauty to this place. Newly married couples love to celebrate their honeymoon in Munnar.
Other tourists get lost in the beauty of this hill resort. The must see attractions in munnar includes
The Anamudi peak, Mattupeti dam, Echo point and The Eravikulam national park. Munnar tour
packages will be the best option to enjoy your days here.

Get attractive and exclusive Kodaikanal and Munnar tour packages from travel hot. This famous
travel booking site has variety of tour packages at affordable rates. The packages are also designed
according to the needs of its customers. Not only tour packages but it has wide range of
accommodation options for you. Like, if you are looking for resorts in Kodaikanal then get it booked
from this site. It has best deals on resorts.

It makes sure that you can get comfortable and hassle free stay during your trip to these hill
stations. Once you get your tour package and resort booked from here, you will love to visit these
places again and again.
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